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202 3 EUROCLINIC ATHENS 

The project consists of the construction of the resuscitation rooms with medical 
gas systems, renovation of the treatment rooms in the emergency department, 
construction of new treatment rooms and receptions in the clinic. The project was 
completed following the strict deadlines and the medical protocols which must be 
followed in a clinic while on operation and especially in the emergency room.



202 2 SITECORE

Fit out works for the refurbishment of the office spaces on the 3rd 
floor had to be completed impeccably while all the other floors 
were in operation. A project with a tight schedule which was 
accomplished within the exact time.



The first phase with the reconstruction and highlighting of the 
MINION facades has already been completed. 
The work of shaping, the interior spaces of the levels and the 
ground floor continues feverishly.

2023333

MINION



2023 MINION

It is expected to be completed by the middle of 2024, with the 
aim of regenerating the restored department store of MINION 
as a modern 'green' building with LEED specifications at the 
high level of Gold Certification.



202 3

On the top of the original building of GRAND HYATT Hotel, on 
the 9th floor, is being constructed one of the most magnificent 
restaurants of Athens with spectacular view of 270°. 

HYATT HOTEL / HINES
RESTAURANT



A modern metal construction which was completed while the hotel 
was on operation.

202 3 HYATT HOTEL / HINES
RESTAURANT



HYATT HOTEL/HINES

The demolition of the former cinema complex Odeon Starcity,
a high-risk project with a demanding schedule, was completed 
successfully.

2020



Construction of a metal frame following strict construction regulations 
and a demanding schedule, part of the expansion of the Grand 
Hyatt Hotel. The entire project was completed successfully.

2020 HYATT HOTEL/HINES



202 1 AMERICAN COLLEGE OF GREECE

Fit out works were carried out for a sustainable, ecological 
educational institution with Kindergarten & Elementary School. 
We strove to go beyond constructing towards building a holistic 
environment for the future generations. 



A demanding project with strict deadlines has been accomplished 
by our team of engineers with their persistence and professionalism 
always in their priorities.

202 1 AMERICAN COLLEGE OF GREECE











2021 ERGO HELLAS

A demanding project with a stressful schedule. Due to the existing 
offices, it had to be completed in sections while all the floors were 
in operation and parts of the ground floor were reconstructed.



2021 ERGO HELLAS



NOVAL PROPERTY River West2021

The works were carried out in the public areas of the shopping center 
while in operation, with a demanding schedule and a special architecture 
for the connection with the expansion of the new shopping center.



NOVAL PROPERTY River West2021



DECATHLON Smart Park



DECATHLON River West2021

Interior fittings of the store, part of the building C of the expansion 
of the commercial center River West rent by the multinational 
sports goods company Decathlon.





















2020 SPASTICS SOCIETY ATHENS Ariadni

The Supported Living Shelter "Ariadne" is a building with special requirements 
that accommodates 9 children suffering from cerebral palsy. The construction of 
this important project began under the unprecedented conditions created by the 
coronavirus pandemic and it was successfully completed within a year.







NEFROIATRIKI Aharnes



Renovation of a five-storey building with basement, mezzanine 
and roof that contains a chronic hemodialysis unit.

NEFROIATRIKI N.Ionia2020











VENETIS AVEET Attiki Square



VENETIS AVEET Bageion















202 1 INTERAMERICAN-MEDIFIRST Peristeri

The 3rd Medifirst diagnostic center of Interamerican group that we have successfully completed. 
Our team of engineers worked with consistency and successfully implemented the interior layout, 
the modification of the building's facades and the interventions in the existing load-bearing 
structure. Modern EM systems of air conditioning, lighting, data, fire detection and 
alarm-surveillance cameras complete the image of a modern diagnostic center.



INTERAMERICAN-MEDIFIRST Amarousio



INTERAMERICAN-MEDIFIRST Argyroupolis










































